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Optimizing IoT Edge-to-Enterprise  

Connectivity in Oil and Gas Production 
 

Conventional IoT approaches to enterprise/edge connectivity in oil and gas 

production are being upstaged by new application gateway technologies.  These devices, 

such as the MACHGateway®, developed by MACHFU, enable collection of data from 

industrial assets at the edge and push that data to the cloud, without interrupting existing 

SCADA functionality, and without the need to replace existing hardware.  Enabling 

highly-scalable enterprise infrastructures with plug-and-play simplicity, these gateways 

provide heightened, layered security without system overburdening.  For oil and gas 

producers, they open the door to simpler IoT accessibility from edge to enterprise,  

with improved asset utilization, higher process efficiency and  

productivity, and lower cost of operation. 

 

By John Geiger, Vice President Business Development 

MACHFU 

 

Like many industrial areas, the oil and gas industry is in the midst of an industrial Internet  

of Things (IIoT) evolution.  Every oil and gas producer is connected to the their assets, but not 

all are fully connected from edge to enterprise.  And even fewer are able to easily integrate their 

legacy implementations with new IoT deployments. 

 

The IIoT evolution enables scalability, and stresses interoperability, creating an interconnected, 

rapidly evolving ecosystem of solutions and analytics that enable better process control and 

broader business insights to emerge.  Gathering data from industrial devices at the edge (sensors, 

alarms, controllers, equipment, valves and actuators) is key to unlocking these insights.  The edge 

data is pushed up to the cloud, independent from legacy systems like SCADA, then 

interconnected with data pulled from SCADA, permitting a broader, system-wide application of 

analytics to occur. 

 

Getting Big Data Can Pose Big Challenges 

Oil and gas executives can definitely get on board with having access to better analytics 

generated from industrial IoT big data.  But frequently system-wide implementation can pose 

serious issues, which until resolved, will slow or impede moving forward with a full plant IIoT 

application.  Some of the more important concerns regarding implementing plant-wide IIoT are 

these questions: 

   

a) Will our systems that have gotten us to where we are today need to be undone?   

b) Will our hardware need to be replaced, and if so, at what cost?   
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c) Will our existing SCADA functionality be interrupted?   

d) Will custom embedded solutions need to be reengineered for each of our thousands of 

edge devices to make them IoT compatible?   

 

These are tough questions for those charged with transitioning their plants’ legacy systems to full 

IIoT connectivity, largely because the answer to each of these questions is ‘yes’.  That is, if 

conventional IoT approaches to enterprise/edge connectivity are being implemented.   

 

Recently released application gateway technology, however, has now diffused these issues for oil 

and gas production, enabling highly-scalable enterprise infrastructures with plug-and-play 

simplicity, that maintain existing SCADA functionality, and without the need to replace existing 

hardware. 

 

Application Gateway Technology 

The emergence of IIoT platforms – such as the OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) widely 

adopted by oil and gas producers – and the use of application gateways are enabling the 

collection of more data in a timely fashion.   

 

The new IIoT application gateways cost-effectively provide wireless and wired connectivity that 

enable the unification of modern web-based applications and traditional SCADA infrastructure.   

They also virtually eliminate the need for costly new equipment. 

 

Here’s an overview of how these new gateways support oil and gas producers – with a focus on 

MACHGateway® from MACHFU, a good example of how these new devices perform. 

 

High-Volume Edge Data Collection 

In traditional oil and gas applications, specific data from a single operation is monitored and 

collected by SCADA, which then issues commands to control that single operation.   

 

For example, well data is used to optimize the output of a single well.  With today’s IIoT 

platforms, that same well data can be used in several applications including overall equipment 

effectiveness (OEE), loss, waste, production efficiency, and even identifying if differences of 

efficiency exist between wells on the pad.   

 

Within this framework, data should no longer be polled just for a specific application.  It should 

be collected to a big-data cloud database which is designed to efficiently provide information to 

different applications that are requesting data.  This means that as much higher resolution data as 

feasible should be gathered from the oil pad and made available in a common format, to allow 

for broader usage and analytics.   

 

Application gateways, like MACHGateway, are enabling this high-volume collection of edge 

data, in addition to uninterrupted SCADA polls.  With the gateway, control can be initiated from 

SCADA, the cloud or from a tablet in a mobile field force.  This applies to remote configuration 

and management updates as well. 
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No Interruption of SCADA 

Traditional SCADA uses centralized back office systems to gather information from remote 

devices.  These systems use polled architectures on serial connections developed 30 years ago, 

before the advent of the Internet and high-performance processing, that is taken for granted 

today.  New IIoT architectures are removing the limitations of these older polled systems, and 

bridging existing devices to leverage IIoT systems that move intelligence to the network edge.   

 

The MACHgateway collects data locally by polling the device, and maintaining device 

connectivity with existing SCADA systems.  Such gateways constantly poll devices at the edge, 

assessing the system state every second, compared to a traditional 15 minute or longer SCADA 

polling interval.  The data gathered is used to create a data model that can be easily understood 

by other applications and translated to other protocols, allowing the data to be shared in real time 

with the ecosystem of emerging IIoT applications. 

 

Plug-and-Play at the Edge 

As opposed to traditional approaches for industrial edge connectivity, which are based on 

developing custom embedded solutions that require reengineering for each device, application 

gateways, including MACHGateway, leverage the new high-performance hardware platforms 

using a hardware-independent Android/Linux-based software platform.  Application gateways 

simultaneously leverage chip/module-based connectivity solutions that are lowering wireless 

connectivity costs. 

 

These gateways provide many features that simplify the development of edge applications by 

reducing the time to create and integrate them, reducing development time from months or years, 

to weeks or even days.  This enables innovative edge applications to be created and rapidly 

integrated to existing infrastructure and IIoT applications.  In addition, new applications and 

business models can be continuously created over the life of the system. 

 

Improved Security 

SCADA systems that tie together decentralized facilities, such as oil and gas, were designed to 

be open, robust, and easily operated and repaired, but not necessarily secure.  Concerns about 

SCADA systems being vulnerable to cyberwarfare and cyberterrorism attacks have increased the 

need for heightened security within the IIoT. 

 

In October 2017, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation issued a rare warning that sophisticated hackers were targeting energy and 

industrial firms.  Some of the attacks against nuclear, energy, aviation, water and critical 

manufacturing industries had successfully obtained credentials for accessing the computer 

networks of their targets.  

 

Application gateways, being based on Android technology, have defense-in-depth security built 

across the layers of the communications stack all the way up to the application layer.  

Consequently, they implement the best practices of IT security, considerably exceeding that 

provided by SCADA systems. 
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The MACHGateway, for example, was built from the ground up with security in mind.  The 

platform has a secure sandbox for different applications, each with its own crypto-technology for 

data and sharing of data between applications.  Importantly, however, the security built into this 

gateway does not put a heavy burden on the system. 

 

Embracing Connectivity  

In the oil and gas industry, the challenge to enable connectivity and convergence is largely 

dependent upon the acceptance, implementation and performance of industrial IoT platforms and 

the new application gateways.  These open the door to simpler IoT accessibility from edge to 

enterprise, with improved asset utilization, higher process efficiency and productivity, and lower 

cost of operation. 

 

About MACHFU: 

Machfu simplifies the complex landscape of Industrial IoT by easily connecting data at the edge 

to the cloud and legacy enterprise systems, for business analytics. Its products, the Machfu 

Platform and Gateway, bring edge-to-enterprise connectivity to existing industrial infrastructure 

that can be deployed and scaled quickly. 
 

Machfu’s gateway platform has the hardware interfaces, device protocol libraries, cloud 

protocol libraries and legacy SCADA system connections to enable connecting any industrial 

device to any back-end system easily. 
 

For more information, contact John Geiger, Vice President Business Development, MACHFU; 

Germantown Innovation Center, 20271 Goldenrod Lane, Suite 2004, Germantown, MD 20876; 

Phone, mobile 585-749-8708 / office 301-540-5372; email john.geiger@machfu.com; 

www.machfu.com. 
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Image 1 - The application gateway enables new applications. 

 

 

 

Image 2 – Application gateways permit secure management with the cloud. 


